Section

30.01 Conflict of interest in zoning matters

§ 30.01 CONFLICT OF INTEREST IN ZONING MATTERS.

For zoning matters or for matters coming before the Zoning Board of Adjustment, it shall be a conflict of interest for the Mayor, any member of the Board of Commissioners, any member of the Zoning and Planning Board or any member of the Zoning Board of Adjustment, to participate in the deliberation or to vote on those matters wherein they may have a direct or indirect interest in the property subject to the proposed zoning and/or matters before the Board of Adjustment. For purposes of this section, INDIRECT INTEREST shall include an interest through an immediate family member or own property within 100 feet of the area subject to zoning, or matters before the Board of Adjustment or professionally represent a client whose property is the subject of the matter.

("72 Code, § 3-2-5) (Am. Ord. 270, passed 3-25-85)